At CBD Product Link, we offer only the highest quality
of flower that is grown with only organic fertilizers and
zero pesticides.
We offer a variety of strains with various cannabinoids and
terpenes presenting unique appearance, smell, taste and effect.
This combination of all these is referred to as the entourage effect.
We recommend having customers try as many as possible to
choose which strain at which times will be optimal for them.
These pre‐packaged offerings are great for our customers who
want the simple approach to selling flower without having to weigh
it out for each customer. These offers are packaged in glass to not
impart any plastic smell or taste onto the flower, and prevent the
trichomes from sticking to plastic and not the flower.

These pre‐packaged glass containers come with a humidity
regulating system as well as air tight seal so the flower is
always as fresh as possible reducing any chance of becoming
dry or discolored.











Lifter
Elektra
Special Sauce
Hawaiian Haze
Legendary OG
Sour Space Candy
Purple Kush
Canna Berry
CBG White
Suver

To learn more call Anthony at:

CALL: 330.249.1719

Lifter offers a dominantly earthy aroma supported by subtle floral notes with a
tiny hint of sourness.
This delicious‐smelling hemp flower will melt fatigue and lift the spirits. Its unique aroma will be
the first thing you notice the first time – skunky and yet sweet. Despite their elongated shape,
the nugs are dense and frosty, covered in trichomes.
SMELL
A dominantly earthy smell is supported by subtle floral notes with a time hint of sourness. The
smell is very pleasant and woody, it makes you want to keep taking it in.
TASTE
The taste, much like the smell, is earthy. It tastes like sweet grass, wood and bark.
EFFECTS
This is one of the most cannabidiol rich flowers that we sell. It is rich in cannabinoids other than
CBD too which help in the product’s energizing effects. When a pick me up is needed, like a cup
of coffee without the jitters, this hemp strain is perfect.
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Elektra offers notes of rich red wine, chocolate and citrus aroma.
Elektra CBD flower has solid resin content, strong terpenes, and overall great potency thanks to its ACDC
mother. It boasts several other beneficial cannabinoids and smells amazing, a mixture of pine and fruity
sweetness. Elektra has become the recent favorite strain here at CBD Product Link and there’s no wonder
why: she its hard!
Elekta’s moist, sticky‐to‐the‐touch and dense nugs are medium in size and rich with bright green color.
The visual appeal is also something to be noted on this product – you can clearly observe the striking detail
of the terpenes covering the flower. This premium batch of hemp is comprised of nice attractive green
nugs.
SMELL
Elektra CBD hemp flower is one of the most aromatic CBD hemp flowers. When you open the bag, the
smell is strong and desirable – a bit of a piney sweet smell. The savory scent is appealing.
TASTE
The piney flavor stands out when and definitely performs on point with any of the primo cannabis. You
first taste a hint of sweet citrus before it melts into more earthy flavors. It is very smooth.
EFFECTS
It took mere moments to feel its effects. The Elektra flower is up there with the premium products. This
flower will definitely help you relax and put you in a great mood.
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Special Sauce offers sweet and hoppy aromas and earthy berry flavors.
Special Sauce is a high cannabidiol strain that contains a unique cannabinoid profile and smell. It
works amazingly well to relax and soothe.
Special Sauce CBD hemp flower is a unique in that despite yielding medium to small‐sized nugs,
it packs serious heat. Its smaller stature loses nothing in potency, with a diverse cannabinoid
profile. The dense and aromatic nugs give off a very distinct and special aroma.
SMELL
Special Sauce has a distinct smell that keeps us coming back for another whiff. It’s a mixture of
berries and musk with sweet, hoppy, earthy undertones.
TASTE
The taste can be summed up in one word: SMOOTH. Never harsh on the throat or lungs after
being consumed. The flavors are somewhat reminiscent of the aroma: some sweetness followed
by dark and woody flavors that end in a subtle floral note.
EFFECTS
It is awesome for night‐time, great to soothe, or simply to put a blanket of calm over the day.
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Hawaiian Haze offers a floral aroma and taste of tropical fruit.
Hawaiian Haze, this beautiful evergreen and purple‐splashed diamond in the rough was created
with the goal to create one of the highest‐yielding cannabidiol (CBD) oil plants in existence. This
flower does well consumed straight up, as the flavors and effects are pleasing, thanks to the high
and diverse terpene and cannabinoid content. These nugs are frosty and when held up to the
light, the shine of the plentiful trichomes are visible.
SMELL
Hawaiian Haze has bit of a fainter smell than some of the other flower, a more subtle and discreet
aroma than most. It is woodsy and citrusy with a hint of sweetness.
TASTE
This CBD flower is gentle. The taste, is very easy on the throat and lungs. Similar to its aromatic
characteristics, the taste is subtle and alluring. Earthy, a bit of sour hay, with a finish of sweetness.
EFFECTS
Moments after consumption, achiness and stress subside. It is also diverse in that if you smoke a
smaller amount, you get effects that are more sativa‐like or energetic, while if smoked in a larger
amount, one gets a more mellow or sleepy feeling. Users report that it works great before
bedtime.
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Legendary OG is an indica‐hybrid that offers aromas of tropical ripe fruit and pine.
Sticky trichomes covering the plant are stunning with big chunky purplish buds. These are packed
with therapeutic attributes know to deliver fast and consistent results. Users report a calming
body effect almost immediately, balanced by its signature mood boosting quality
SMELL
The smell of Legendary OG is that of pine and ripe fruit which provides a stirring aroma. It may
have a nose for scents including lemon.
TASTE
This flower is tart, floral and pungent in taste.
EFFECTS
Reports after using this strain are it is amazing from smell to taste and savors of the tropical‐like
smell. Legendary OG creates a calming effect on the body that converts to a body high of calm
and ease. This strain may be stronger on the indica side of the legend but when smoked both
indica and sativa strain worlds mix magically. The Legendary OG hemp strain has reports of being
a “super fire” but also producing a mellow affect with happiness that erases anxiety, so bedtime
comes with relaxation.
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Sour Space Candy is a sativa‐dominant hybrid offering herbal, fruity and peppery
flavors.
Sour Space Candy is a CBD powerhouse that touts high levels of the terpene myrcene with its
potential as an anti‐inflammatory. The lovely nugs are bristling with beautiful hairs and bursting
with the aroma of sweet and sour candies.
SMELL
Strong sweet berry, citrus and fruit aromas blend to create the sweet and herbal character of
Sour Space Candy.
TASTE
This flower is very popular for its sweet flavors that hint at candied apples and black cherry. A
perfect fusion of sour and sweet.
EFFECTS
Sour Space Candy, sociable strain, is a great anytime CBD hemp flower, great for relaxing day or
night.
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Purple Kush is a pure indica strain offering a subtle, earthy aroma with sweet
overtones.
Purple Kush is a pure indica landrace strain. It has attractive tones of purple, green, and orange.
It offers a mild flavor. Don’t let its modest flavor fool you, it’s potent CBD levels makes this strain
a favorite for its potential for offering therapeutic properties.
SMELL
Purple Kush offers a pleasant woodsy aroma along with rich, floral and sweet bouquet.
TASTE
Though developed from pure indica strains, this flower offers mouthwatering sweet flavors of
berries and grape yet remains gentle and never overpowering.
EFFECTS
The effect is relaxing and calming for the body.
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Canna Berry is a unique cross between Canna Blush and Berry Blossom.
It is an evenly balanced hybrid of Indica and Sativa. These flowers come from one of our favorite
boutique farms where they have been bucked and trimmed all by hand, never being processed
by a machine in order to preserve as many of the trichomes as possible. Due to the quality drying
and curing, these flowers have an extremely pungent terpene profile that we know you will love.
SMELL
Canna Berry has a very strong nose dominating on the front, and a nice bouquet of berries and
grapes on the back end. Guaranteed you can’t take just one whiff. These terps are fantastic.
TASTE
There is no second guessing this flower is fuel heavy, from the nose to the palate and nothing
better than that sweet berry and grape finish. A great paring with your favorite cheese and wine.
EFFECTS
This is a great anytime flower. It is one of our favorites because of its calming properties while
still providing energy to get things done.
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CBG White offers a creamy, lemon, terpene profile.
CBG is known for the dominant cannabinoid in this flower, CBG. Initial research on CBG’s effects
shows promise as an antibacterial agent and an anti‐inflammatory. CBG is notoriously expensive
to produce, so much so that it’s been dubbed the “Rolls Royce of cannabinoids.” This flower has
the common light greens, browns, and oranges as well as a unique shade of white that is
persistent throughout.
SMELL
The smell is subtle but very woody, reminiscent of hay and cedar. A very refreshing and earthy
scent.
TASTE
Much like the smell, a very clean and subtle woody taste. Nothing about this flower is
overpowering, it is calm, subtle and sweet.
EFFECTS
Mild and pleasant on its own, somewhat similar in nature to CBD. CBG has a very soothing effect
on consumption.
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Suver offers notes of black pepper and sweet fruits.
Suver flower is extremely aromatic and boasts a taste reminiscent of green apples and earth.
These dense buds were traditionally grown for their high resin content. Suver looks good, is well‐
cured and dense, pleasing to the eye with orange hairs interwoven between crystal‐laden, lime‐
green leaves. It smells good and is strong at a great value.
SMELL
The high terpene content of Suver makes for a deep, sharp, sour citrus musk. The aroma is
pungent.
TASTE
Suver’s taste is almost as strong as its aroma. It too, is rich and complicated. Sour apple flavors
are supported by fruity, peppery, earthy and woodsy notes.
EFFECTS
Suver brings out creative uplifting effects.
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